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Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner introduces the readers to data mining using SAS Enterprise Miner v4. This book will reveal the power and ease of use of the powerful new module in SAS that will introduce the readers to the various configuration settings and subsequent results that are generated from the various nodes in Enterprise Miner that...
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Human Accomplishment: The Pursuit of Excellence in the Arts and Sciences, 800 B.C. to 1950Harper Perennial, 2004
A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence.
"At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the people who did them.' 

So begins...
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Decomposition Methodology For Knowledge Discovery And Data Mining: Theory And ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
The book presents an interesting and pleasant introduction to the topic, which can guide the reader to the knowledge of the existing decomposition methods, and to the choice of those most promising for the problems he has to face. -- Zentralblatt MATH     

       Data Mining is the science and technology of exploring data in...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro 6Focal Press, 2007
"This book will help you learn how to use Final Cut Pro 5 quickly and confidently." - Stills Audio Motion 

"In such a relatively short book as compared to the 800 page tomes I usually find, there is not much that Rick Young does not cover in order to get the new user up and running as soon and as painlessly as...
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The Fifth Postulate: How Unraveling A Two Thousand Year Old Mystery Unraveled the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
What do Einstein's theory of relativity, string theory, and lots of other mind-bending—and space-bending—revelations of modern physics have in common? None of them could have been discovered until scientists and mathematicians recognized an uncomfortable truth—that there was a reason the world's greatest mathematical minds had...
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Prime Numbers: The Most Mysterious Figures in MathJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A fascinating journey into the mind-bending world of prime numbers



Cicadas of the genus Magicicada appear once every 7, 13, or 17 years. Is it just a coincidence that these are all prime numbers? How do twin primes differ from cousin primes, and what on earth (or in the mind of a mathematician) could be sexy about prime numbers?...
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Data Analysis and Graphics Using R: An Example-Based ApproachCambridge University Press, 2010

	Discover what you can do with R! Introducing the R system, covering standard regression methods, then tackling more advanced topics, this book guides users through the practical, powerful tools that the R system provides. The emphasis is on hands-on analysis, graphical display, and interpretation of data. The many worked examples, from...
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Three Paths to Profitable Investing: Using ETFs in Healthcare, Infrastructure, and the Environment to Grow Your AssetsFT Press, 2010

	Discover Today’s Newest, Best Paths to Sustainable Wealth

	
		Master lower-cost, lower-risk ETF investing in tomorrow’s hottest growth areas: healthcare, infrastructure, and green technology
	
		Profit from demographic change and other powerful global trends
	
		Learn...
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Hacking Healthcare: A Guide to Standards, Workflows, and Meaningful UseO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Ready to take your IT skills to the healthcare industry? This concise book provides a candid assessment of the US healthcare system as it ramps up its use of electronic health records (EHRs) and other forms of IT to comply with the government’s Meaningful Use requirements. It’s a tremendous opportunity for tens of...
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Automatic Design of Decision-Tree Induction Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	Presents a detailed study of the major design components that constitute a top-down decision-tree induction algorithm, including aspects such as split criteria, stopping criteria, pruning and the approaches for dealing with missing values. Whereas the strategy still employed nowadays is to use a 'generic' decision-tree induction...
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Raising Capital For DummiesFor Dummies, 2002

	While raising capital has never been easy, it has become a lot more difficult over the past few years. The dot-com debacle has made investors skittish, especially when it comes to financing early-stage start-ups. As a result, more and more entrepreneurs are being forced to compete harder and harder for a spot around the money well. At the end...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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